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Fire declared arson
By Andrea Krasker
EDITOR-IN-CHIEF

The fire which caused extensive
damage to the athletic complex on
Aug. 28 has been labelled "intentional" in a press release by the
State Fire Marshall's Office and the
Waterville Fire Department. "It has
been determined that a human element was involved with the fire,"
states the release. "Based on the
physical examination of the fire
scene, and interviews conducted,
at this time it is indicated that this
fire was intentional."
"There is no question that it is
arson," said Kenneth Quirion, who
is investigating the fire for the State
Fire Marshall's Office in Augusta.
Quirion declined to comment
further on the on-going investigation.
Security officer Jim Dickinson
discovered the fire at 4:40 a.m. duringa vehicle patrol. He wasdriving
by the complex when he noticed a
light on the roof, according to John
Frechette, director of Safety and
Security.

The fire was called in to the
Waterville Fire Department, who
responded in full. Additional support was requested from the fire
departments in Winslow, Fairfield
and Oakland, according to Bruce
Goodman, Waterville police chief.
"I'd guess there were over 100
firefighters there," said Goodman.
"[The fire] started in the area of
the athletic offices near the gym,"
said Goodman.
"The initial attack washampered
by structure," said Goodman. "The
new fieldhouse was built over the
old fieldhouse without changing the
design. The old attic was still intact." Firefi ghters were unable to
find the blaze, and were forced to
start trenching the roof. They finally located the fire around 10:30 11:00 a.m., according to Goodman.
"All of the fire was contained in
the gymnasium part of the building," said Frechette. "The main fire
itself I think was put out in a couple
of hours." One firefi ghter was hospitalized for dehydration,but there
were no other injuries,according to
Goodman.
A sprinkler system,whichwould
have helped to control the fire, was

not in place in the fieldhouse. "This
building was donebackinthe early
sixties, the codes were different,"
said Goodman. "Sprinkler systems
were not required."
"The fire chief expressed thatif
the building had had sprinklers,
the damagewould havebeen much
less severe," said Ed Hershey, director of Communications.
Fire damage is "in the area of
the squash courts, the weight
rooms, the press box and the offices," said Alan Lewis, director of
the Physical Plant. The basketball
floor was warped by water and
will have to be replaced. Smoke
damage is being removed from the
entire structure, said Lewis.
Repairs to the fieldhouse will
cost "roughly $2 million," said
Arnie Yasinski,administrativevice
president. These costs will be covered by Colby insurance which has
a $25,000 deductible, according to
Yasinski. "It will cover rebuilding
the building as it was.Tlie question
is do we want to rebuild it as it
was.
Most of the repairs will be completed in four to six months. "We
are actively cleaning and demol-

Staff works to clean up f ieldhouse.
ishing some of the damaged area,"
said Lewis. "We are making temporary provisions Ifor offices] in the
fieldhouse and hockey rink." The
Athletic Department is still making a
decision on whether to put down a
temporary basketball floor and wait
until after basketball season to rebuild the old one , said Lewis.
"Volleyball is going off campus
and some recreational basketball,"
said Hershey. "We have a commitment to keeping as much as possible
on campus."
Asbestos removal from the building is being done by a local company.
The cleaning of the structure is being
handled by Blackmon-MooringSteamatic Catastrophe, Inc. out of
Texas. "The job is very labor inten-

phoio by Cina Wertheim

sive. We are cleaning by hand all of
the exposed metal surfaces," said
Project Manager Tom Eaton. The
cleaning agency is employing 142
people in the project and estimates
that the job will take3weeks. "When
it's all said and done we'll have
cleaned just about every square inch
in the building," said Eaton.
The investigation into the fire is
being carried out by.the Waterville
Fire Department,the Waterville police, the Maine State FireMarshall's
Office and the Department of Alcohol, Tobacco and Fire Arms, which
handles bomb investigations, according to GoodmamQ
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An incident last year involving
an unwanted sexual embrace of
Visiting Professor of History
Rosaleen Salvo by Government
Professor Charles (Chip) Hauss was
settled in an agreement between
Hauss, Salvo and the College.
In mid-December of 1991 Salvo
was invited to Hauss's Vassalboro
home as a prospective house-sitter
for the month of January, according to a letter sent to the Waterville
Police by Dean of the College Earl
H. Smith. Hauss had arranged a
meeting when both he and his wife,
who lives in Washington, D.C,
could meet Salvo, said Hauss, but
these plans fell through. "[Salvo]
must have thought my wife would
bethcreon the nightshedid come,"
said Hauss.
Hauss admitted to having a
problem with usingalcohol todeal
with stress. When Salvo arrived
Hauss was not in control, and a
"bricfincident "containing "no violence" occurred, said Hauss. The
two discussed the incident the following clay and Salvo remained at
Hau ss'sresidence for the month of
January, according to Hauss.
Hauss admitted to the allega-

tion of "inappropriate and unwanted sexual touching"that Salvo
made to Dean of Faculty Robert
McArthur on March 11,1992. President Bill Cotter senta letter to Hauss
on March 16 which summarized the
conversations of McArthur and
Hauss. Hauss signed it to indicate
that he agreed with the disciplinary
terms set forth in the letter.
In the letter Cotter stated that "if
there is any recurrence of this sort of
behavior toward any Colby employee or Colby Student,your position as a tenured professor of Government will be immediately terminated. Furthermore, because of
other allegations (that you deny), I
want you also to be aware that if
you engage in sexual relations or
sexual touching with any currently
enrolled Colby student, the same
sanction will be applied ."
"Bob and I have full faith that by
undergoing psychological thera py
you will be able to control the behavior that resulted in the lamentable incident with Ms. , and wc
are confident that there will be no
such behavior in the future. We are
taking this approach, rather than a
more severe sanction at this time,
because of your long service to the
College and because Ms.
is satisfied with this outcome."
On tho same day Dean of the
College Earl Smith reported this in-

cident to the Waterville Police Depa rtment in compliance with a Federal statute and Maine State law
that requires colleges to report all
crimeson campus. Smith sentacopy
of Cotter's letter to the police with
Salvo's name blacked out since she
had indicated that she had no wish
to make a public complaint. "We
never heard from her," said Bruce
Goodman, Waterville police chief.
"She never tried to press charges."
HAUSS continued on p a g e4.

photo by Amy KLIiorrell
Government Prof. Chip IJautm.
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Offices Relocate
This summer Colby'snew admissions building, the Lunder
House, was completed. The Admissions and Financial Aid
offices were moved across the street from their old home in
Eustis into the gray Lunder House. Occupying the space in
Eustis are the Career Services office and Office of Off-Campus
Study. (R.L.)

Fire Fouls up Fall
Concert
The fire that left the fieldhouse in a state of destruction has
caused this fall's concert plans to be "up in the air," according
to Tullio Nieman, director of Student Activities. Colby had
originally put in a bid for the Indigo Girls, who are touring
acoustically in September and with their band in November.
However,in light of the fire,these plans have been indefinitely
suspended. The idea of a show running for two nights in the
Student Center is under consideration, according to Nieman.
(R.L.)

Overcrowding on
Campus
This semester's housing situation is backlogged due to not
enough juniors going away on domestic study programs,
according to Dean of Housing Paul Johnson. Only about half of
the projected 50 students actually left,said Johnston. There are
28 students presently in temporary housing. All of them are
living in 14dormitory lounges. To help alleviate the crisis more
students are being allowed to move off campus in addition to
the 130 already in the Waterville area, according to Johnston.
"1,740 is a huge number of people," said Johnston. (RL.)

Happy Colby First-years
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Happy, Happy Colby
Colby students were ranked among the happiest in the
nation, according to a survey published in USA Today. Other
categoriespublished were thebestacademics,the most boring
teachers,dorms most like prisons,and thebest-lookingstudents.
Over 100 students from 245top collegeswere asked to evaluate
their schools in a survey created by the Princeton Review firm.
All the results are to come out in The Student Access Guide to
the Best Colleges. (S.I.)
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Colby grads stay on campus after commencement

AnneBowie '92

By Karen Lipman

FEATURES EDITOR
Four graduates from the class of
1992decided not to leave Mayflower
Hill with the rest of their class last
Spring. These students landed jobs
at Colby and made the transition
from student to faculty in a matter of
weeks.
Dave Jorgensen '92 is now
assistant director of Student
Activi ties.Jorgensen becamefamiliar
with the workings of Student
Activities last year while he was the
Student Association treasurer. "1
really enjoyed the work and applied
for [assistant director]," said
Jorgensen. "I never really plan nod to
be in Student Activities; I'm playing
it by car," he said.
For Jorgensen, who grew up in
Massachusetts, living in Maineafter
graduation was not a drastic move.
He became a Maine resident while
he was in college and has enjoyed
spending summers in Maine with
his family since he was young,

photo by Cina Werthein

In mid-August Jorgensen
assumed responsibility f or
organizing the COOT progra m,
Awareness Week,
Alcohol
Commons' Finances, the Spotli ght
Lecture Series, and assistingStudent
Activities Director Tullio Nieman in
other areas.
Director of Sports Information
Andrea Solomita '92 had always
planned on being an English teacher.
After working as an intern for Colby
Sports Information last winter she
was asked to stay on, and said yes.
"By staying I could see if this was
something I really wanted to do,or if
I wanted to go into teaching," said
Solomita, who earned her B.A. in
English and is certified in secondary
education. As Director of Sports
Information,Solomita is in chargeof
handling sports press releases,
publicity for Colby athletes, and
publication of the seasonal Colby
sports guides.
Solomita,who is from Stoneham,
Mass,, at first had mixed feelings
about committing herself to
Mayflower Hill for at least another
year. "Last spring was hard bccau.su

I still kn ew a lot of stud ents, said in the Writers' Center began last
Solomita. 'There's not a lot of social spring when she was a peer tutor. "I
life for people my age. You have to feel very lucky to be here this year. I
learn to separate yourself. You get to take two free classes at Colby
alwayshave this fear that people are and hopefully take even more
thinking,'God,whatisshestilldoing advantage of the lecturesandcultural
here?" Accepting the job at Colby is events," said Russell.
"like going to Disney World, and
Russell's new jo b entails
then staying and working there," supervising student writing tutors,
said Solomita.
promoting the use of the Writers'
Admissions Counselor Anne Center and teaching EN 214 in the
Bowie '92 became involved in the spring, a class that teaches students
admissions process as a tour guide how to be writing tutors.
during her sophomore year. As a
Life in Waterville after Colby is
junior and senior she had a campus working out well for Russell, who
jo b j sone of two student tour guide grew up in Millinocket, Maine and
coordinators. "It was a progression has relatives throughout the state.
of involvement," said Bowie.
Russell has moved in with a friend
A former resident of Dartmouth,
Mass., Bowie had never given much
thought to staying in Maino. "When
you graduateyoualways ha veplans
of going off ," she said. However,
Bowie saysshehasenjoyed spending
the summer discovering Mai ne. "I'm
amazed at how much there is to do
around here that I never knew
about," she said. Among Bowie's
d i seoveriesof fun things todo outside
of Colby were the Skowhegan Fair
and the East Benton FiddleFest.She
will be spending five weeks this fall
visiting schools in Colorado,
Virginia, and Minnesota .
After spending a few more years
at Colby Bowie is interested in
continuing her education in
sociology by earning her master's
degree in social work.
Margaret Russell '92 spent the
summer as a research assistant to
Pro fessor Dcnoeux in the
Government Departmen t before
taking on her role as assistant in the
Writers' Center. Russell was elected
to Phi Beta Kappa and graduated
Magna Cum Laudc with a degree in
American Studies. Her involvement

from high school who is now
teaching at Waterville High. "I lovo
living in my own apartment and
having a life outside of Colby. It's
interesting to bea Waterville resident
and not a Colby student," she said.
Like Solomita, Russell is ready with
an explanation for those who wonder
whyshewouldwantto stayatColby
any longer: "I have a real job and a
real life. It just happens to be in a
familiar environment/'^
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Spotlight lecture series
promises "stimulation"

New T-Shirt policy
makes COOTers pay

By Regina Lipovsky

By Kegina Lipovsky

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Colby first-yearstudents did not
receive free class shirts and COOT
shirts as they have in the past. This
year,first-year students were able to
purchase COOT shirts from the
COOT Committee at a price of ten
dollars a piece. No class shirts were
made available this year.
These changes in t-shirt policy
stem from budget cuts Within both
the alumni office,which handled the
class shirts,and the COOTprogram.
The alumni office decided to stop
distributing class t-shirts because of
their cost, according to Tullio
Nieman, director of Student
Activities. The alumni office now
gives out Colby mugs to incoming
freshmen, instead of the shirts.
The decision to charge for COOT
shirts, said Nieman,came about as a
result of efforts to bring the COOT
budget on line;the commemorative
t-shirts were cut as unnecessary

p hoto by Art Druker

Student bikes in his COOT T-shirt
expense. TheCOOTprogram "didn't
make any money on the shirts," said
Nieman. A COOT t- shirt, he said,
costs $5.95 to produce and the $4.05
profit is used toward free shirts for
leaders and shipping costs.
At an average of five COOTers
per leader, and an average of three
outof five (at least) purchasing shirts,
at least $12.15 are left over ($6.20

after the cost of the leader's shirt). If
four out of five buy the shirt, $10.25
is left. These totals increase with the
number of COOT trips and the
numberof students involved.If three
hundred first-years buy the shirt,
$858.00areleftovertocovershipping
costs to bring the shirts to campus.

?

Hendrick leads E.S.L.
By Sarah K Inman

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
New AssistantDean of Students
Judith Carl Hendrick is the person
for international students to see if
they are having trouble adjusting
to the American way of life.
Hendrick is Colby's first English as
a Second Language (ESL) program
director and the international student advisor.
After receiving her Bachelor of
Arts at Manchester College in 1968,
Hendrick worked with the Peace
Corps in Nigeria where she found
her "life focus in international education. " She received her master's
degree from the University of Pitts-

burgh in 1974 and from 1980-81
trained English teachers as part of a
United Nations program in China.
She has also worked as the assistant
editor for the Intercultural Press in
Yarmouth. Hendrick has taught
English as a second language at
Georgetown University, the University of Pittsburgh, and at the
Community College of Allegheny
where she developed the ESL program as well as the Foreign Student
Advisor program.
Hendrick arrived at Colby last
May and immediately began to organize for the arrival of foreign exchange students in the coming year.
This summer she supervised a
three-week academic preparation
program taught by John Cook '93.
The new International COOT
Hendrick expected would be a bet-
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ter way for foreign students to get
to know one another. They would
have a chance to establish solid rela tionships with one another before
returning to campus.
Meetings with professors and
members of faculty and hall staff to
discuss expectations of in-class behavior, value differences, culture
shock and stereotypes is part of
Hendrick's ., work
as an
"intercultural trainer" and has occupied much of her time over the
past few weeks. A new class, English Comprehension 111, will be
offered this year as an alternative
for foreign students to EN 115.
Hendrick is excited to be at
Colby. She feels that she has found
a perfect situation in her new position because it allows her to utilize
her training and create new programs. ?

COOT takes off

photo by Ari Vruker
Sam Hairier of the liigelowReserve mountain bike COOT.

campus, said Nieman. Upcoming
lectures promise to provide topics
for thought and discussion: on
September 17th,the Spotlight Series
hosts the National Abortion Debate,
and Boston CelticsVice President as
well as Colby alumnusJan Volk will
speak on the 24th. Speakers are
planned to be diverse.
Gary will speak about her book,

Lorene Gary's discussion of her
book "BlackIce," at 11:00a.m. today
marks the culmination of a yearlong effort to establish a Spotlight
Lecture Series. The project began as
a suggestion by Professor of Biology
David Firmagetwo years ago
as "a way to bring the campus
together to see a variety of
performers and speakers,"
according to PresidentBill
Cotter. It has grown into a
weekly lecture series which
promises
"stimulation
possible for enjoyment and
discussion," said Cotter.
Morning classes on
Thursday were adjusted by
the Registrar and Bob
McArthur, dean of faculty, to
allow for a lecture space
without conflicts, according
to Tullio Nieman, director of
Student Activities. The
scheduling adjustments
involvemovingeach 8:30,9:30
and 10:30 class back half an
photo by Cina Wertheim
hour. Classes which
ordinarily run from 11:30- President William Cotter
12:45 willmeetl2:30-l:45,whilel:30 in which sheexploresher experiences
and later classes will meet one half as an African-American woman in a
an hour later than scheduled. The white-dominated educational
lectures will take place every system. "Black Ice" was required as
Thursday at 11:00 in Lorimer Chapel. summer reading for the incoming
The Sp otli ght Series is "one way freshman class.Q
to get more quality lect u res to

Survey draws complaint
By Regina Lipovsky
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

Incoming first-year students
were asked to participate in a survey
when they registered for their
COOTs. The "1992 Student
Information Form"the class of 1996
wasasked to complete is a four-page
form designed much like a
standardized test,complete with "fill
in the dot" graphics and #2 pencils.
The "ACE survey," which is
prepared by the Higher Education
Research Institute at the University
of California in Los Angeles, is an
acronym for the American Council
on Education.
The information collected by the
ACE survey, which also records
students names,addresses and social
security numbers, ranges from
career-oriented inquiries to personal
questions such as: "What is your
best estimate of your parents' total
incomelastyear?" "How would you
characterize your political views?"
"Haveyou (frequently, occasionally

or not at all) drank wine or liquor?
Felt depressed? Discussed 'safe
sex'?"
The survey's main purpose is to
"IgiveJ us a lot of interesting
information about majors, to track
backgrounds to sfee how successful
we are of getting the diversity that
we want,"said President Bill Cotter.
The ACE survey is one "that is
distributed to many first year
students across the nation," said
Tullio Nieman, director of Student
Activities. One Colby parent
expressed concern this year about
the nature of the questions. After
contacting the Dean's office the
parent was eventually given his/
her child's questionnaire, and the
information on thatstudent'ssurvey
was not processed, according to
Nieman.
The ACE survey provides "a
comparison of our studen t body
against the national average," said
Cotter. The College does not keep
the surveys on file. "Colby sends it
off...it's not a Colby survey at all,"
said Nieman£)
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Hauss was advised by his lawyers not to commenton the incident
on the assumption that the names
were still secret and any information would reveal the identities of
the parties, according to Hauss. On
May 8 at a protest on the Library
steps Salvo publicly revealed her
identity.
"It was the biggest mistake in
my life," said Hauss. "It happened
and I did it. Any man could . Men
have a lot to learn about how to deal
with their sexuality and the underlyingemotions."Hauss has stressed
that he is more than willing to discuss this issue with anyone.
McArthur felt he could not discuss this incident because he had
agreed with both individuals to
keep the matter confidential.
McArthur said that tenure affects
disciplinary action but would not
be speculative about this case. Both
Cotter and McArthur questioned
why the case is newsworthy.
Salvo, who is now on the faculty
at Phillips Exeter Academy .in
Exeter,N.H.,declined to commentJH

the COOT experience became a reality in Kaufman's theater group.
"By the end of the COOT,"he said,
"everyone was prettyhappy. I walk
around campus and see them together. So obviously something
happened."Accordingto Kaufman
and others, this is what the COOT
experience is all about.Q
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Fall comes to campus
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IN CONCERT
SATURDAY, SEPTEMBER 19lh , 8:00 P.M.
WATERVILLE OPERA HOUSE
$10.00 - All Seats Reserved

Tickets may be purchased at the Opera House ticket office,
I
10:00 a.m.-2:00 p.m. Wee kdays.
Charge by phone VISA/MASTERCARD
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The Waterville
Opera House
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I Black ICC
I With author Lorene Gary
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"On Refusing to be a Man "
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November 19

I Charrman ofThe Board of the Latino
I Rights Project

Workers

Hispanic Awareness Month
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I ^Government Department

Colby Performin g Arts
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December 10
Colby Chorale Concert

1 1992 Presidential

1 Alcohol & Wellness Awareness Week
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I Marathon Runner
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| Events begin every Thursday at lla.nu sharp in LorimerChapel. g

I NEXT EVENT: Sept. 17, Pro-Life vs. Pro-Choice I

TRAVEL

continued f r ompage 9
later. In other words, I would be in
Portland without a ride to my final
destination, a mere 83 miles away.
Ironically, the airline was very
accommodating -and switching
fli ghts over the phone took about ten
minutes—no hassle in comparison
with attempting to get Colby to help
me with transportation from the
airport to campus. Students at Colby
arenotsupposed to mind an isolated
campus because there are so many
activities on campus. It might help if
Colby would help us to get on
campus.
When I attempted to find
someone at small personal Colby
College who could help me find a
ride to campus however, I was
confronted by people who offered
me neither help nor sympathy.
Before I began this goose chase I was
not too worried. I would be able to
find someone who could help me.
Colby prides itself on the personal
attention it gives to its students.
But the people I spoke to,
including the Office of the Dean of
Students and the AdmissionsOffice,

left me with the feeling that the
personal attention students receive
only applies once they arrive on
campus. I believed that someone
would at leastgive me the name of a
shuttle service. I really did not think
that this would be too much to ask,
but it was." I was advised to call
CampusTravel,althoughit isclosed
on weekends, or to call admissions,
though the phone lines on campus
were down.
If Colby expectsto drawa diverse
student body from around the world,
then the College ought to
accommodate these students. Other
schools have free shuttle services
from the airport to campus, so why
can't Colby? At the very least the
College could have a list of-safe
shuttle services or a list of students
who will be flying to Maine. By
doubling up with another person
shuttlepriceswilldroptoabouthalfprice.
The day or two that it takesto get
to campus can be hellish. As a Colby
student I expect to get the personal
attention that I was promised as a
prospectivestudent,both on and off
campus. Just a bit of change will
bring this personal touch to traveling
students.Q
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GlobalReLeaf
comesin all shapes
and sizes.

friends in four days time as I did on
COOT, and I am certain, that everyone who participated in COOT will
agree. COOT was the best way to
ease into the Colby scene. Bonds of
friendshi p formed th rough the
rough, rainy,cold, showerless days
will hold fast throughout the coming years.
"Close" is a good word to describe the general campus atmosphere here at Colby. The class assembly brought us all officiall y into
the college as individuals joined together in a community. So far, the
people whom I have met fit President Cotter's description perfectly.
"Liberal arts colleges abhor conformity," said Cotter. We are not at
Colby to be formed into cookie-cutter students but to share our diversity, and the best way to share is to
become a close community. My first
few days at Colby have left me feeling no longer frightened or alone,
but as if I belong.Q

Planting trees is one of the best and
easiest ways to help reduce global
warming and other environmental

problems. You can make a
difference right now by calling our

• special Action Line —
1-900-420-4545.
The $5.00 charge actually pays for
planting a tree and we'll also rush
you detailed information on Global ReLeaf. Take action now.

1-900-420-4545

GI®5AL
RE4LEAF

A program of The American Forestry Association
Citizens caring for trees &forestssince 1875
P.O. Box 2000, Washington , DC 20013
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COLBY COLLEGE DINING SERVICES
Hours of Operation - 1992/93 School Year
Monday/Tuesday
LOVEJOY
COMMONS
DINING HALL
(DANA)

Wednesday

I

Sunday

7:30-11:00

L

11:00-5:00

11:00-5:00

11:00-5:00

11:00-5:00

10:00-2:00

10:00-2:00

D

5:00-9:00

5:00-9:00

5:00-9:00

5:00-9:00

5:00-7:00

5:00-7:00

B

7:30-9:45

7:30-9:45

7:30-9:45

7:30-9:45

8:00-10:00

8:00-10:00

L

11:30-1:45

11:30-1:45

11:30-1:45

11:30-1:45

10:00-2:00

10:00-2:00

D

5:00-7:00

5:00-7:00

5:00-7:00

5:00-7:00

5:00-7:00

5:00-7:00

7:00-9:00

7:00-9:00

7:00-9:00

7:00-9:00

B

- -

- -

- -

- -

- -

L

11:30-1:45

11:30-1:45

11:30-1:45

11:30-1:45

10:00-2:00

1 D

5:00-7:00

1

5:00-7:00 1

5:00-7:00 1 5:00-7:00 |5:00-7:00 1 5:00-7:00

I

I

Pasta Meal:

GENERAL STORE

I Saturday

7:30-11:00

na___n_______________________i___ataa_______^

&

Friday

7:30-11:00

JOHNSON/
CHAPLIN
DINING HALL
(ROBERTS)

JOSEPH SPA

I

B 7:30-11:00

<-M-B-_-____-____-____-»_ B-_W_-Ml__-____^

MARY LOW
COMMONS
DINING HALL
(FOSS)

Thursday

I

9 a.m. - 11 p.m.

9 a.m.-midnlght

9 a.m. - 1 a.m.

I

9 a.m.-2 a.m.

1

~1

10:00-2:00

1 p.m.-2 a.m. 1 p.m.-11 p.m.

_

j| gP

CAMP COLBY

%Jp FIRST WEEKEND EVENTS

THURSDAY--THE JOSEPH FAMILYSPA MUSIC SERIES PRESENTS
THE CARRIE COLTRANE BAND, 8pm IN THE SPA.
FRIDAY--WLCAN MAKE YOU LAUGH , A TWO HOUR COMEDY SHOW
IN THE PAGE COMMONS ROOM. THERE WELL BE CASH PRIZES
AND TEE-SHIRTS FOR "THOSE WHO CAN SURVIVE AS A CONTESTANT ON THE SHOW." 9pm.
SATURDAY-FALLFEST. 4-6p.m. ALL CAMPUS DINNER SERVED
ON THE LAWN IN FRONT OF THE QUADS. THE BAND THE LOOK
WILL PERFORM BETWEEN 4-8. FREE BEVERAGES PROVIDED BY
STU-A SOCIAL.
INNOVATION.DANCE PARTY BAND IN THE STUDENT
CENTER 9p.m.-la.m.
UPCOMING EVENTS-FIRSTDAYOF LOUDNESS FRIDAY, 9/1&
OCTOBER 18-COLBY COMEDY CLUB , FOUR TOP COMICS IN THE
STUDENT CENTER. CAMP COLBY, STAKE YOUR CLAIM ON A TENT
ON RUNNALS HILL , PARTY 1lp.m.-DAWN.
OCTOBER 19--BLUE LIGHT BALL, ALL-CAMPUS SEMI-FORMAL.

A weekly sampler of
new music & entertain ment for your dining
enjoyment! Some of
f
Maine s newest bands.

Wednesday. October 7

Thursday. November 16
Colb yettes

# AH shows star t at
8:00p.m. in the SPA.

Wednesday. October 21

Thursday. December 3
The music of Billy Joel &
Elton John with

® Food Specials each
night!

Thursday. December 10
The Colb y Eight

0 Every Saturd ay Night
CSNAP presen ts nonalcoholic game night.

The Sense

Twisted Roots

Wednesday. October 28

Thursday. September 10

Carrie Coltrane Band

Between Dream s

Thursday. October 29
He's Back! World Master
Wednesday. September 16 Trick-Shot Pool Champion,
True Non-Believers
Ibm 'Dr. Cue" Rossman
Come challenge the best
Wednesday. September 23 pool player in the world!
Bicycle Thieves
Thursday. November 4
Wednesday.September 30 Ra p Night with
Pluck Theater
D.J. Diamond Mike

Carl Rosen

# Also, every Sunday
night & Mond ay night is
SPA Sports Night with

ESPN Baseball & Foot-

ball and ABC Monday
Night Football.
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Letters

f ounded in 1877
ANDREA KRASKER, Editor-in-Chief
GRETA WOOD, Managing Editor
KAREN LIPMAN, Fea tures E d itor
AMY K.L. BORRELL, A & E Editor
HANNAH BEEGH, Opinions Editor
JONATHAN WALSH, Sports E ditor
MICHELLE TAYLOR, layout E d itor
SCOTT GALSON, layout Editor

ARI DRUKER, P hoto E d itor
CINA WERTHEIM, Photo Editor
ROB HOSTLER, Business M a nager
CHARLES BEELER, Ad Manager
MARK R. MUIR, Subscriptions

REGINA LIP OVSKY, Asst. JNews Editor
DAWNDE VINE , Asst.A & E Editor

LETTERS AND OPINIONS POLICY
The Editorial is the official opinion of the paper. The other opinions present on this page do not necessaril y
represent the views of The Colby Echo or its staff.
The Colby Echoencourages letters from its readers , especially those within the immediate community. They
should not exceed 200 words.
Letters to the Editor should be typed. Letters to the Editor must be signed and includeeither an address or
a phone number. For publica tion onThursday. letters must be received by TheColby Echono laterthan Monday
evening of the same -week.
The Colby Echo reserves the ri ght to edit all submissions.

Survey breaches students trust
The ACE survey filled out at registration by the class of
1996raised someserious questionsabout theaccuracy of its
resulisasweUastheprivacyuponwMchitmaybeinfringm
The.smve/spmpose/ nieasuringsocio-economictrends
at Colby, may be a good idea for a college that wants to
increase ever-diminishing "diversity/' but the fact that
students have to print their names on the form may
undermine these intentions.
Students may not truthfully answer inquiries about
drinking habits and emotional problems if their names are
on the questionnaire. Students may be especially wary as it
is unclear whatis done with theseforms before they getsent
off to UCLA for analysis. Although the questions are
inherently harmless, a dubious preceden t is being
established through this practice of information gathering.
In order to attain any sort of accuracy the survey should
be anonymous, as specific identities are not necessary for
the fulfillment of the survey's goals. When one parent
objected to the ACE survey they were sent their child's
questionnaire. This was done withblatant disregard for the
student's right to keep personal information private.
Is this an indication of more Big Brother-esque things to
come? We hope not.

Blind to the needs of students

Colby's admissions process is no longer conducted on a
need-blind basis. This means that students with money may be
admitted before those unable to pay the full tuition.Somuch for
Colby's continuing commitment to diversity. How can Colby
laud its efforts to broaden the college community when its own
admissions policy narrows the range of incoming students to
those who can pay? This policy restricts the composition of the
student body to those students whose families can afford the
rising cost of a college education in this difficult economy. Does
Colby want to become known as the rich kids' school?
Duringthesametimethatwehavelostneed-blindadmissions
we ha ve gained a phone system whosebenefits are dubious and
thepromise to install cable television.Wemay notha ve di versity,
but we can at least watch it on Donahue. The cost of cable and
the phone system may not have covered that of need-blind
admissions, but it could establish a scholarship fund. Any
money directed toward providing bright but economically
disadvantaged students witha college education is a step in the
right direction.
The Colby community needs to reexamine its values and
priorities. Cableand phones are nice perks,bu t they arenot why
we came to college. If we really are committed to a diverse
student population ,let's stop talking about it and find a way to
get those students to campus,

Dear Colby Fri ends,
In the last few years, the Colby magazine has
been bringing you enlightening stories about such
subj ects as alumni who cut j igsaw puzzles or make
corn husk dolls. With the recent addition oi g lossy
color photos inside the publication, Colby has
become a treasured fixture on coffee tables around
the world.
While Colby does print stories about the
activities that occur at the College, they are usually
relegated to small articles that get buried amidst the
glitz and long winded prose for which Colby is
famous. In order to counteract the polished image
Colby presents, you need to subscribe to The Colby
Echo. Since 1877. the Echo has been dedicated to
reporting and interpreting the happenings at Colby
in a professional j ournalistic style. Throu gh stories
like "Student leaders push for more power/7 "Why
Pam Blake should not have been denied tenure," "Is
the Collection safe?" and "Publish or Perish?" you
will be informed of the real news at Colby .
So subscribe toThe Colby Echo and get news, not
niceties!
Besides, $25.00 is not too much to pay for a yearlong report on the status of your $100,000.00
investment.
Along with a $25.00 check made payable to The Colby Echo ,
please return the form below to:
The Colby Echo, Subscriptions
Roberts Union
Colby College
Waterville, ME 04901
NAME:
ADDRESS:
CITY:
STATE:
ZIP CODE

¦
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The Colby viewfoook versus reality on minorities
By Hannah Beech
OPINIONS EDITOR

In my first week at Colby I saw
more minority students in the
viewbook than I saw in my classes.
Twenty of the sixty photos of students in the viewbook were of minorities, about 33.3 percent. "Get
real,"Ithought,andaddedmyvoice
to those asking why Colby cannot
recruit more minorities instead of
just talking about it. Colby's minority.population actually went down
in the class of 1996 to 6 percent
compared to the previous year's 7
percent.
There were more minority inquiries about Colby, more visits by
Colby to minority high schools,and
lots of affirmative action programs

for the class of 96, according to
Parker Beverage,director of admissions. Yet nothing clicked. "Somehow,we've got to convert inquiries
to applicants,"said Beverage, "and
get the word about Colby out to
these kids."
Two summers ago I met one of
"these kids" while volunteering at
a homeless shelter in Washington
D.C. Tyrell, an African-American
student from aninnercity had never
heard of Colby. 'It's a small school
in Maine,"I said, 'like Middlebury
or Brandeis or Amherst." He had
never heard of any of them; "my
counselor never really told me, I
guess,"he said. Valedictorian,basketball captain and a dedicated volunteer, Tyrell ended up at a junior
college in Washington D.C.
When Assistant Dean of Admis-

sions Nancy Morrione goes on re- start.
cruiting trips to Seattle, Wash, she
Prodding the administration is
tries to allot half of her visits to a must, but we also have to do
minority schools. Why are minor- something ourselves.We could talk
ity students not coming to Colby? to all the Tyrells that we know,
Perhaps, as Tyrell said, "it's way volunteer some time to give tours
too expensive anyway."
or host a prospective student. MiWhen I heard that Colby had nority students already attending
followed Dartmouth, Brown and Colby especially need to reach out
many other private colleges in dis- and make minority prospectives
continuing need-blind admissions, feel at home by answering such
I got angry. Colby does give consid- questions as "whether there's a
erable financial aid; two-thirds of place to have your hair done or
the class of 1995 receive some sort not," said Beverage.
of financial aid, but students like
The essence of a liberal arts eduTyrell are still at a disadvantage. cation is not only academic but soWill Colby be willingtogiveenough cial as well. Our obligation to our
aid to attract students like Tyrell? school, and the education and valMaybe if we all give up extras like ues we will receive from it, is to
cable TV Colby could cover the tu- improve it constructively and not
ition costs for a couple of students just complain. If you think that
from the inner-cities. It would be a Colby is not doing a good job re-

cruiting students from some areas,
let the College know.
In a college where one-third of
the student body is from private
schools it becomes doubly important to expose these students to
people from all socio-economic and
racial backgrounds. It is easy to mutter cliches about "love thy neighbor,"but unless weact nothing will
happen. One of Colby's most respected graduates, anti-abolitionist Elijah Paris Lovejoy said, "I can
makenocompromisebetween truth
and error, even though my .life be
the alternative." If we truly believe
that Colby should have more minorities it is then our responsibility,
as intelligent members of the college, to go out and prove ourselves
and our convictions. Maybe then
Colby will truly looklike thedream
world portrayed in its viewbookQ

Passing on advice to
Speaking for tlie class of 96 the Freshman class
By Amy Phalon

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
As our over-stuffed Ford sped
along 1-95 on the way to my first
year at Colby, I gazed anxiously
out the window at the passing blur
of Mainewoods. My heart jumped
as we drove by a sign that read,
"Colby College—nextexit."I knew
that there was no turning back now.
"Oh my God! I can't actually
believe . this is happening, " I
thought. "What if I hate it?" I tried
to think about how I was going to

arrange my room,but what if I didn t
like my room? What if theniceroommate with whom I talked on the
phone last week was really not all
that nice? Horrifyingimages continued to fill my mind as we coasted
through Waterville and up to campus.
Terrified, I told my Dad to keep
driving. "I'm not getting out,"I said.
Helaughed,knowing that I had been
impatiently waiting for this day to
come since I first set foot on Colby's
campus over a year ago. I laughed
too, and somehow found the courage to pry myself out of the car to
finallybecomepartoftheColby com-

munity.
I was greeted by the smiling
faces of my Resident Assistants
and neighbors. We all helped each
other move in,running from room
to room with suggestionsand questions. Before I realized it, my room
was unpacked, my parents were
gone, and I was at college. The
feeling of freedom and happiness
put me in a more relaxed mood,
and my first day at Colby ended
happily.
I ha ve n ever made such close
SPEAKING
continued on pa ge 6

Travelling opinions
By Kerry Knudsen

CONTRIBUTING WRITER
Congratulations on surviving the
daysof travel between "pointa"and
Waterville. Idyllic Colby is located
some eighty miles from the nearest
major airport and for students who
spend their summers in New
England. this does not matter much.
For students arriving from more

foreign locales, current options for
getting to campus are limited. Colby
prides itself on being a helpful and
personal campus, but as long as
Colby expects to draw a diverse
student body, the College needs to
take the initiative to get these
students here safely.
My own adventure began in
Illinois with plane reservationsmade
for the next evening and my ride
from the Portland Airport to Colby

lined up. A friend of mine who was
going back to school for pre-season
volleyball practice would transport
me from theairport to campus, since
Colby certainly does not bother to
promote a shuttle service.
At 10 p.m. tragedy struck. My
volleyball-playing chauffeur called
to say that due to the fieldhouse fire,
he wasnotreturningtocampusuntil
TRAVEL continued on page 6

By Hannah Beech
OPINIONS EDITOR

You are back from COOT and
have made your first Colby friends,
maybe even your first Colby enemies, but no matter. You have
found out that in this politically
correct world you are not freshmen
but "first year students," an d that
even though your class is not racially diverse you are bringing
many talents and diverse qualities
to Colby from all parts of the globe,
said Dean of Faculty Bob McArthur
in his recycled speech from last year.
Presuming that you do not plan to
transfer, you are here for four long
years. No, make that four short
years, and it is up to you to make
them thebestfour yearsof your life.
A senior friend of mine told this
tender sophomore a few rules about
college life last year. I have tried to
follow his advice and hope that you
will do the same.
Colby is a small school. Take
adva n tage of this. While some
people at large schools have five
hundred students in their Introduc-

tion to Biology class, you have the
same amount in your whole class.
Even if you try to hide against the
back wall of the classroom you will
still be noticed .
Don't be afraid to be heard. You
are paying an atrocious amount of
money to attend Colby, so think of
yourself as a mini-trustee. If it were
not for the students Colby would
n ot be h ere, contrary to what some
of the administration try to make us
believe.
This is not the real world. No
matter how sheltered you can become in the Colby bubble, always
remember that there is a town, a
city, a world out there. Child abuse,
gunfire,and killings are as far away
as Yugoslavia and as close as a jog
down Mayflower Hill.
Once you settle into the swing
of things you will learn about the
blue li ght, fall on your face in the
first snow, play your first game of
beer-die, pull your first college allni ghter, and take your first final.
But m ost of all,you'11be starting the
four years of your life that no one
but you can make the most
memorable.Q

What do you think of Colby's decision
to discontinue need-blind admissions?
Jessica Wolk '96
"I think aid is necessary, especially because Colby is so expensive. Getting diversity is really important."

Gregory Wilkinson '96
"That's really bogus. If 1 was
applying, 'and they didn 't take me
because of financial aid, I'd bo really pissed."

Jill Kooyoomjian '95
"I'm sure they get enough
money as it is. They could get
money for financial aid from other
areas."

Sumner Lemon '93
"It's counter-productive to everything Colby stands for. Colby's
just going to stay a college full of
rich White kids...Wondcrbread
University.

John Grady '94
"The person,with less money
should be given the opportunity.
I'm a big fan when it comes to admissions affirmative action."

Artsand Entertainment

The Brady 's are back
By Amy KL Borrell
A&E EDITOR

This summer actor Barry Williams of "Brady Bunch" fame wrote
a book entitled "Growing U p
Brady/ 1was aTeenageGreg."Civilization will never be the same. Perhaps now isn't the time to introduce

a new book; maybe the reading
arena seems adequately monopolized bythat class, the one that fulfills the most pesky requirements.
But wait,before you make any rash
decisions think about it ... Marcia,
Jan, Cind y, Greg, Peter, Bobby,
Mike, Carol, Alice, Tiger ... isn't it
dreamy?
Yes indeed,here it is,the definitive record of Brady mania,straight
from the mouth of Greg "I dated my
TV mom" Brady. All right, it was
only one date. Williams took Florence Henderson (a.ka. a lovely
lady, a.k.a. Carol Brady) to dinner

at L.A.'s most extra-doubleswanky nightclub, the legendary
Coconut Grove." This is something
any mild Bradyphile will want to
know,along with stories of adolescent lust which brought each pair of
"siblings" together (Cindy and
Bobby were married by Marcia,
until Bobby got the hots for Jan,
whose measurements were, shall
we say,bustier).
8
Other scandals which
I gracethe Brady pages include
9 the original Tiger the dog's
fatal run-in with a florist
truck, which resulted in a last
minute replacement pooch. The
new dog was so uncooperative that
his collar was stapled to the floor to
get him to stay on-camera during
his scene. Robert Reed's (a.k.a. a
man named Brady, a.k.a. Mike
Brady) ongoing war with Sherwood
Schwartz, creator of "the Bu nch"
and "Gilligan's Island,"wasanother
serious Brady issue. The two argued over the Bradys'artistic integrity or lack thereof, depending on
one's point of view.
These little pearls of Brady lore
arenestledneatly between uproari-

ous photos of the beaded,bangled,
braless (see page 57: "Maureen
McCormickon the BralessBradys")
Bradys. "An Insiders Guide to The
Brady Bunch'" lists each episode,
the writers, the directors, the intricate plot structure and any goofups which occurred while filming
(see episode four for the full scoop
on Tiger the Dog). This section is
helpful in settling all those heated
debates over pressing issues such
as: is it episode 23: "Lost Locket,
Found Locket" in which Jan bemoans her infamous "All I ever hear
is Marcia, Marcia, Marcia!" or is it
episode 55: "Her Sister's Shadow?"
TheBradystoryin278pagesisa
bit much for one sitting, it is better
if it is divided into two. The real
problem with "Growing Up Brady"
isthat Williams deniesitstrivia book
status and attempts to sell it as an
examination of the difficulties of
being a show-bizkid and a Brady. It
almost seems cruel to not careabout
Williams' teenage angst and revel
only in the sensational anecdotes
once the last Brady page is devoured. By the way it was episode
55: "Her Sister's Shadow", just in
case it ever comes up. (c. 1992,
Harper Perennial, $10.00).Q

The new and improved Spa:
From long lines to loud tunes
By Amy KL Borrell
A&E EDITOR

The acts booked to play the Spa
this year as part of the new Spa
music series are not an attempt to
make up for the Spa'sloss of missed
meal, said Tullio Neiman, director
of Student Activities. Bringing music to the Spa is a conscious effort to
return to the Spa a "pub atmosphere," according to Bill Higgins
'93, Student Association president
and member of the Spa sub-committee.
The Spa is facing dramatic
changes this year with the removal
of missed-meal, contracts with
TCBY and Dunkin' Donuts and the
programming of the Spa music series. These changes came out of a
vote last spring by the Spa subcommittee of the Student Association. Spurred by the long lines for
missed meal each day, in addition
to the lack of use of the Spa as a
programming area, an extended
missed-meal program has been
moved to Dana dining hall. The Spa
will run on acash only basis and has
added a country store in what was
previously the arcade room. Acts
booked by Student Activities will
play the Spa weekly.
The Spa music series begins tonight at 8:00 p.m. with the Carrie
Coltrane Band. The series will continue throughout the semester with
New England bands "small enough
not to blow the power supply," but
hand picked to rock the Spa, said
Neiman.
The program will offer a mix of
Colby favorites such as the Colby 8
and Colbyettcs,a return of the world
master trick-shot pool champion
Tom "Dr. Cue" Rossman, and native Colby personality DJ Diamond
Mike. National acts such as Carl

Around the
world in eighty cabs
By Dawn Devine
ASST. A&E EDITOR
Jim Jarmusch has been making
offbeat films for over ten years. He
has given us the black-and-white
road picture "Stranger Than Paradise" (1984), the triptych-like adventures of 1989's "MysteryTrain,"
which starred Screamin' Jay
Hawkinsand ex-ClashfrontmanJoe
Strummer, and the escapades and
prison escape of Tom Waits in
"Down by Law" (1986).

Now,in "Night on Earth" which
starts tomorrow at Railroad Square
Cinema, Jarmusch delivers a fivepart black comedy about cabdrivers that begins at dusk in Los Angeles and ends at dawn in Helsinki,
stopping all over the globe during
the course of the night.
At the L.A. Airport in a graffiti
decorated payp hone Corky
(Winona Ryder) chain smokes,
snaps gum and convinces her boss
that she's not a kid anymore while
Victoria Snelling(Gena Rowlands),
a powerful casting agent, talks
movie deals on a portable phone
nearby. "Need a cab?" Corky asks.
"Beverly Hills," the woman tells
her, and so begins a j ourney that
takes the two more than just across
town. Corky is perfectly happy being a tomboyish cabbie; she wants
to be a mechanic one day, just like
her brothers. Will shetake Victoria's
offer to star in a movie, or will she
stay behind the wheel?
On the streets of New York a
black man from Bro oklyn named

Yo-Yo, played wonderfull y by
Giancarlo Esposito of Spike Lee
movies, shares his street-smarts
with his cabdriver,a German immigrant. The cabbie cannot drive,but
his heart and soul warm even the
tough Angela who is played brilliantlybyRosiePerez.Thedialogue
in this section is the most humorous,the most colorful and the most
human in the film.
Strange things happen in cabs,
especially in Rome in the middle of
the night. A cabbie played by Italian comedian RobertoBenigni picks
up a priest and proceeds to
confess his hysterical and unbelievable sexual exploits.
The priest grasps at his heart
in shock and horror, swallowing pills by the dozen.
At midnight a moody and silent
cabdriver in Paris finds a sensual
blind woman in need of a ride. The
woman,played by Beatrice Dalle of
"Betty Blue" fame, learns that perhaps she sees more than her driver,
ever will.
In Helsinki the confessions of a
cabdriver whose life has been as
bleak as the streets on which he
drives turns the drunken boasts of
his three passengers into sober reality.
Jim Jarmusch pain ts a portraitof
different souls and different lives
that intertwine for a while, showing us that the world really is a
small place. "Night on Earth" shows
how total strangers can give something of themselves to one another
in the brief space of a cab ride. Be it
through humor, sadness or pain,
the characters also learn something
about themselves as well on
Jarmusch's night-long ride around
the world .?

WMHB still going strong
bridge the Colby/Waterville gap.
Changes at WMHB this year
A&K EDITOR
will not affect programming as
much as security and hiring pracThe theft of the CD player and tices, according to Oh. She hopes
photo by Art Urmer tape deck from the programming to continue to schedulea full range
studio of the Mayflower Hill Broad- of alternative music programs
casting Company {WMHB] this whose success she feels is largely
summer one week before COOTs due to multi-band alternativeconhall meeting last spring he under- left has led to plans for enforcing certs like this summer's
stood the new Dana to be a place to security with measures such as spe- "Lollapalooza II." Oh has also
"go to breakfast and go back again cial I.D. cards for WMHB staff and
planned for a full menu of rap,
later."When Tolbert gets out of track separate locks for each door within country,
heavy metal, industrial,
practice at 5:30 p.m. he stops to the studio, according to General world beat, comedy and beyond.
have dinner at Robert's dining hall, Manager Karen Oh '93. No one has
Colby, Waterville and the 40 mile
but once 9 p.m. rolls around he is been formally charged with the radius beyond should get ready
hungry again and is faced with the theft. Oh does not plan to replace for a funky new season.Q
prospect of going hungry or going these items as they were.not essenbroke from ord ering out nightly.
tial to thebroadcasting process,but
Margaret Suggs '95 is excited rather were used by D.J.s to preabout those "changes for the bet- view their selections. The theft was
ter." Ariana Talbot '95 thinks the "a slap in the face" and "will force
new Spa is "going to be cool, a good us to move back a step," said Oh.
place to hang out, more of a club,"
Despite the recent theft and the
and adds that the new missed meal breakdown of the station's main
will be much more economical than transmitter last winter, Jessica Hill
ordering food. These changes are '94, assistant general manager, is
"proof that the administration re- predicting a great new year. "We're
ally wantstodo things for students," hoping to get the campus more insaid Higgins.
terested and excited about [the staReaction to the music series by tion]," said Hill. Hill and Oh also
Spa workers has been positive. plan to work toward involving the
"Any kind of entertainmentbrought community beyond Colby. Workr
photo by Cinfl Wertltemt
in for the students is good," said ing at Colby this summer made Oh
Wqync Dubay, Spa manager.0
feel thnt WMHB has the potential to WMHBa t work

By Amy KL Borrell

SPAcountry store
Rosen, who specializes in the music
of Billy Joel arid Elton John, will
also make appearances.
The new program includes
sports ni ghts and open mike nights.
Space is still available in the schedule for groups to book events, or for
student-suggested bands. Success
of the series depends on student
input, according to both Neiman
and Higgins.
"We're trying this out with a
spirit of adventure," said Neiman.
"If it'sunpopular or has major problems it will be adjusted to suit the
need s of the stud en ts."There are no
events scheduled on Tuesday evenings due to seminar conflicts and
the program does not detract from
events scheduled at the Coffee
House.
Reaction to the changes at the
Spa and with missed meal has been
mixed. At least one student is unhappy with the new system, Kcbba
Tolbert '94 said that at a Robbins
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Aitsand Entertainment

MOVIES

CONCERTS/PLAYS/EVENTS:

|

Lovejoy 110: The Addams Family
Sept. 10, 11, 12, 7pm and 9pm $2
Sept. 12, 13,3pm $1

j|
M
g

Railroad Square Cinema 873-6526
Sept. 10 "The Water Dance" 6:45p.ni.
K2 8:50p.m.
Sept. 11-14 "Night on Earth" 7:00pm,
9:30pm, Sat. Sun. 1:00pm
Sept. 15-17 "Night on Earth" 8:45pm
"Incident at Ogala" 6:45p.m.
$5.00 evenings $4.00 students $3.75
matinees

B
B
M
B
B
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Hoyt's JFK Drive
A League of Their Own PG 7:00 9:45
Honeymoon in Vegas PG13 7:10 9:30
Unforgiven R 6:50 9:40
Pet Cemetery IIR 7:40 9:50
Sister Act PG 7:40 9:35
Single White Female R 7:30 9:55
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The J oseph Family SPAMusic Series
Sept. 10 Carrie Coltrane Band 8pm
Sept. 16 True Non-Believers 8pm

I
W
@

Lorimer Chapel: Spotli g ht Series Event
Sept. 10 Black Ice with author Lorene Cary

m
ffl

(Poet s Corner

I

A poem says nothing buried deep
As shuttered verse beneath
All that lies in a heap.
So publish your views of the world
And don't be a poetry hogging creep.

M
il
ffl
m
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Send your best (or worst) to the Ech o by
Monday of every week!

m
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STUDENT A SSOCIA TION BULLETS
President's Bullets:

--We're off to a phenomenal start
-New phone system is in place, glitches are being worked out.Cable in lounges is expected by late Oct./early Nov.
--Stu-A is seeking a discount rate at localfitness clubs due to the field house fire.
-Times will be arranged for basketball at local courts.
--There is no possibility of offe ring new meal plans due to budget constraints.
-Paychecks will only be available once per month.
-A minority counselor is being interviewed for the Health Center.
-A new female physician is being sought to replace Dr. Cochran.
-A Safe Rides program is being discussed for off campus travel.
-Stu-A is looking into the issue of Housekeeping cleaning bathrooms only three times per week.
-50 lounges were updated this summer.
-The ski hill on the three-mile loop cannot re-open due to money constraints.
-Administration, and more importantly, student leaders are enthusiastic about the new Hall Contracts. Remember,
it is nothing new,it is old stuff in written form.This contract allows us to have events that we have always wanted.
-The success of this year lies on students' shoulders.

i
j
I

Vice Presidents Bullets:

-New students who are interested in joining committees or helping in Student Activities should contact Karyn Rimas,
Drummond 106 or x 4846.

Social Chair's Bullets:

-Friday, Sept. 11. We Can Make You Laugh. Comedy show in Page Commons Room. Cash Prizes,T-Shirts. Free.
,
y.
$) -Saturday, Sept. 12. Fall Fest. 4-8:00 Band,The Look dinner,and free beverages behind East and West Quads.
9_1 Innovation, Dance Party with a band in the Student Center. Free beverages. Free Admission.
Vs§_^
•
ypJY -First Day of Loudness will be Friday,Sept.18. Cafe style Improv comedy from 9-11:00p.m. Camp Colby on Runnals
Hill, 11:00-dawn. Sign up for a tent. There'll be camp fires so bring food.
fc^p
--Blue Light Ball,Sept. 19. All campus Semi-Formal in Student Center and SPA. Cocktail parties in each Commons.
-Paula Poundstone, Comedian. Friday,Oct. 9.
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This cat , caught in an Illegally set trap within city limit s , did not survive. Found with a
shredded paw and in great pain , il had to be euthanatized.

This raccoon is caught in a "d irt hank set " of a slccl-jaw
trap; these sets leave dozens of animals danglin n hy Ihelr
trapped limbs , in severe trauma , hemorrhaging, and dying.

Find out about campus issues first hand.
-Informational meeting Thursday, 7:30 p.m.
Lovej oy 215
— Positions available in all departments

Ibu can load your shelveswith these,
r *wSffiw w»^

Applc Macintosh PowcrBook" 145 4/40

'¦'"""'
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Apple Macintosh Classic' II

"•
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App le Macin t osh LC II

Apple Mac i n t osh li s!

or buy a Macintoshthat's alreadyloaded.

Get a great value on your choice of these Apple* Macintosh" computers
which include over '400 worth of preloaded software: The American
Heritage Dictionary with Roget's Thesaurus , the Random House

Encyclopedia , Correct Grammar , Resum6Writer and Calendar Creator.

,

Ti Amw

But hurry, because student aid like this is only available through Oct. 15,
1992 -and only from your authorized Apple campus reseller.
.
i o j
k • j r. 1
*
^u A K

1 DC MaCin tOSH OtUClent AlCl Packa ge, flfc.

For all of your computer needs visit the

"Macintosh Office" at the Colby Bookstore in Roberts Union or call 872-3336
© TO Apple Computer , In.. Apple, the Apple loj{<i, and Macin tosh arc registered trademarks of Apple Computer , Inc. Classic Is a registered trademark licensed to Apple Computer , Inc. I'owerDook is a trademark of Apple Computer , Inc. The tali mi I louse IJncyctopedln Is a trademark of
Itainlom House, Inc. America n I lerl taKe lilecimnle Dictionary, lilecimnle Thesaurus , and CoirccTcxt *developed hy IlmiKhtnn MIDlIn Company, publisher of The American I leii iajie Dictionary and Host 's II; The New Thesaurus. CorreeText undcrlyin u technoloi;y developed hy lj m«ua|!e
Systems, lnc, Calendar Creator Is a tnulemark uf Power Up Software Oirpomilon, IJe.siniKSWrlier Isu tnulcmark of HodiWiireSofiwa rt; Company, liif.MI priMluc t iiaiiicsaic the tiiideinark ofilielrrcspeetivc holders. (JITctucmkIod tin.- Ma dnio.sh I'owci lluok MS -i/-i0 conliutinuiiiii (inly.
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Come to the informational meeting
Tonight at 7:30 in Lovejoy 215.
Positions available in all
departments

photo by Cina Werthein
Women 's g oali e Alison Lutz '95 preparing f o r the 92 season.
______m_____H__v_pa___M-n__m____________DP_____M_Bn *H
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continued frompage 15
easily." She does feel this can
happen, though she admits that
"nowit'sgoing tobeabigchallenge.
The p layers have a better idea of
how the varsity level works, and
they're more committed now."
In addition to Rothman, some
of the players vital to the team's
hopes are setters Lindsay
Bennings o n '95 , an d Coll ee n
Brennan '94, who will run the
offense. Because of the Mules' lack
of a real ly s t rong off en se,
Benning son an d Brennan must
come up big.

Karen Oh '93, and Kristin
Scheibel '94 are hitters who will
also see timeon defense, and Marile
"Bu mp " Hay lon '94, is a setter as
well as the team 's defensive
specialist.
Hay lon will be important
because defense is going to have to
be the team's specialty, according
to Cain. "As a team we don't have
much heig ht so we have to be
defensively oriented."
Colby will have it s f irs t chanc e
to go on the offensive on Sep. 19th
when it competes against Maine
col leges Westbrook,Unity, Husson
an d Thomas a t t he Thomas
Homecoming tournament.Q
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Welcome Back Faculty, Staff ,
& Students and a special welcome
to the Class of 1996.
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%P CLOTHING & SPORTING GOODS

• Remember: always a 10% discount on non-sale items with a Colby ID. •

Sp orts

Women's Cross country
ready to run rampant
By Jonathan Walsh
}¥$ bard £o find anything
positiwaroidst th*aftermath of
th*ColbyMeIdhouseFfrePia $co,
especially considering that a
persoa was responsible for iis
Xjgttifion..'Bttfryottneedonlylook
athlet ic
to
ihe
Colby
community'sreaction to thefire
in order to make your search a
f ait accompli ,
SurelyaothiugwithiftreasDrt
can really makeup f orthelass of
pexsonal itemstikefhoseof Pick
Magee 'a, whose office was
desl_oyedby thefire.SaK;lylittle
thai can ease fhe pain of men's
basketballcoacha.n<i Director of
Athletics Dick Whitmore who
has seen hi* stomping grounds
destroyed hy ihe uncontrolled
rageof a waywardflame.
SurelyHttlerelievesthestress
of Women's basketball coach
Carol Anne Beach- who is out at
a court and an office , Bn* the
response of fhe Colby athletic
<otftittuLtuty, which was one of
and
comfort,
sympathy
assistance,has helped to lessen
the blow.
It is responses like these
which ep itomise the attitudes
fhatmakeColfcyathletics strong
programs tot wiiwing, for
cultivating character and fo r
having one of the few
atmospheres on campus where
y onactually must work hard tor
something, Hopefully these

aifihrdfe- w ill allow Colby
athletics to continueto prosper
and provide for ihe studentsin
the fire's aftermath,
Whitmore thinks,they're up
ftvtheiask- 'TVtf'retryingia meet
9,
the weeds of the MI students/
said Whitmore, "t think we've
got that pretty well under
control/'Tfaopjg h thefiredid hit:
hard, Colby athletics was
fortunate to be able to rally
around each other*"itwasavety
painfu l experience/'' sa id
Whitmore, "The big thing
however,was that the reaction.
was a total team effort *
Swimming and volleyball
coach Sheila Cain helped out by
providing Beach with office
space*This,isthe sort of burden
that Women's track coach Deb
Aitken has been fortunate
enough to avoid, yet she is
appreciative of the athletic
community 's reaction. "I'm.
grateful the fire is on the other
side of the wail/ said Aitken.
"But I'm glad because evetyone
here is Willing to chip in,which
makes it a lot easier/'
Hopefully - Colby's reaction
can illustrate for ihe firestarfer
the goals and ideals of the
community from which he took
a piecg, and provide for him a
piece of what he and the rest of
campus have been deniedJD

Volleyball
"put off by fire
By Jonathan Walsh
SPORTS EDITOR
Women's volleyball is among
the teams hit hardest by the
f ield h ouse f ir e, which has l ef t the
tea m ;toithout a court for practice.
As much of a setback as the fire's
damage is, Second-year Coach
Sh eila Cain is thankf ul tha t she is
blessed with a team which has dealt
with adversity before. "
I thi nk we'll be inconvenienced
greatl y and we'll have to do the
best we can to overcome what's
happened ," said Cain. "But these
kids have handled the adversity of
wanting to be a varsity team, and
maki ng those adjustments."
Cain is referring to volleyball's
jump from club sport to varsity level
during the past two seasons.
Dealing with the advanced
competition and enduring a period
in which the team had to prove its
mettle in being accepted at the
varsity level are experiences which
Cain believes will prove valuable
this season.
Cain is further excited by the
f ac t that , despite team deficiencies
in height and offense, she can look
to an experienced core of veterans
f or leadershi p.
In particular,Ca in will bocalling

on captain Cheyenne Rothman 94,
to rise to the occasion. Rothman
should have little trouble doing so
if she matches the descri p ti on of
her coach's scouting report.
"Cheyenne is very easily fired
up an d she 's excited about
volleyball ," said Cain. "She
responds well to adversity, it's the
ki n d of t h i ng she 's good a t
handling."
Though Rothman is surrounded
by a strong group of leaders, the
team has more than its share of
work cut out.
On the practical side, the t eam
has only shored up practice facilities
f or the next t wo weekson t he cour t s
at near b y Thomas College.
Addi tionally, the team has pulled
outofits first tournament Sep.12th.
"After the first two weeks we're
really not sure what's going to
happen/' said Cain.
From an emotional stand point,
the Mules can look f orward to some
trying times, especially in light of
the progress it has made over the
last two years.
"Last year everything was new
because we made so much
progress/' said Cain. 'This year 1
had expected things to flow more

VOLLEYBALL

continued on page 14

SPORTS EDITOR

Thr oug hout the Colb y
Fieldhouse fire fiasco the most
difficult thing for women's cross
country coach Deb Aitken hasbeen
downplaying her excitement.
She is not so cold as to be excited
while other coaches are busy
relocating their offices and their
teams. However, Aitken is trying
to keep a lid on her enthusiasm
because at the same time others are
trying to piece together their
coaching lives she isbusy preparing
for what could be one of the
strongest Colby cross country teams
in recent memory.
Led by top runner Michelle
Severance '94, a top-ten finisher at
Nationals, Aitken's runners could

be excep tionally strong. After going
through one of its toughest years
the team should return to a level
competitive with top N ew Eng land
teams.
"Last year was one of those
'character building years'," said
Aitken. "Everything went wrong
which could have." Everything
refers to the two potentiall y
dangerous ingredients, injuries and
youth, all of which amounted to a
seventh-p lace NESCAC finish, the
team's lowest ever.
"This year looks much
different." said Aitken. "We have
as much depth as it takes to be
competitive with all but one or two
NESCAC teams." Most of this
comes from youth maturing,
recovery from injuries and the
return of top runner Jen Hartshorn
'94, who will be kicking at

Severance's heels.
Three returning varsity runners,
Candace Killmer '93, Beth Timm
'95and Christine Messier '94 round
out a very strong group . Also
maki ng an impact will be the influx
of newcomers, including two
transfers and a variety of freshmen
candidates.
Though Severance, who has
more record s than a radio station,
and Hartshorn are the tea m's two
strongest runners, Aitken knows it
takes more than two to compete at
the top of NESCAC.Sheisconfident
that the team has what it takes.
"I cannot remember a time when
we had ten runners of this caliber,"
said Aitken. "We have the greatest
depth 1 can remember. The
challenge for the team is who can
get close enough to bridge the gap
to the top runners."Q

Rogers, a nationally-ranked juni or
triathlete, placed sixth in last
season's all-state meet. He has been
competing in triathlons all over the
country this summer and is primed
to hel p bring the Mules to another
strong season.
Rogers' absence however, is as
important a factor as his presence,a
fact with which Wescott must
contend. While Rogers is at a
triathlon in Las Vegas on Sept. 26,
Colby meets Bowdoin for the first
time this season.
,, Absence is something Trevor
has dealt with as well. He missed
his best running season,last spring,
because he was studying in
Australia.
Wescott is excited about
Trevor's return because hebolsters
Col by 's lineup of runners and
because of his role as captain.
"Being away in the spring has Ben
hungry," said Wescott. "This is a
pretty cohesive group and he's a
goo d personality to have. Ben's
affable and he leads by example."
Also setting the example is
fellow co-captain Barrett Smith '93,
who will join Trevor in leading a
f airl y young team. "[Barrett] is a
har d worker and he 's cer t ainl y
gained the respect of his
teammates."
S ome of these teamma t es
include runners two through five:
Br ian Carlson '94,Jeff Harrison '95,
Ben Strong '94. Combined with

Trevor and Rogers this line-up gives
Wescott and the Mules a "f airly
strong pack of top-five runners."
Nonetheless, Wescott feels the
team is "a y ear away" from join ing
the upper echelon of New England
teams. "This is mainly a
sophomore-junior team," said
Wescott,"whereasBates,Bowdoin
and Williamsaremore experienced.
Wescott is confident about his
top group of runners from Rogers
through Strong, and feels they can
be competitive with any of the
opposition. In order for the season
to come together, though, injuries
must .be avoided and the younger
harr iers must come thr oug h.
Wescott has "four strongbackup
runners " in Smith, Ja son Bologna
'93, Kareem Poyta '95 an d Darryl
Sofield '95. In addition,he is excited
a bout the prospec t s of newcomers
Adam Potter, Cha d Sisson, Kevin
Smit h an d Simon Dal gliesh, all
highl y competitive prep school
athletes.
As Wescott said, "it's a young
t eam,but the great thing is they can
always surprise you." The Mules
will test Wescott's theory on Sept.
26th when they host Bowdoin
College, Ma ine Mar i time Aca de my
and Unity College. Wescott looks
forward to the home-field
a dvan t age because "it's a h i lly
course and our kids are used to
it."Q

9/19 vs. Norwich @ 3:30
p.m.

9/18 vs. Middlebury @ 4
p.m.

Men's Cross Country
9/12 Mackworth Island
Relays at USM
9/13 Mt. Desert Island Trip

Golf
9/11-9/12 Bowdoin
Invitational @ 1 p.m.
9/19-9/20 Duke Nelson
Invitational at Middlebury
@ 1:30 p.m.

Wescott sees hard road t o
success for men's X-country
By Jonathan Walsh
SPORTS EDITOR
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When Men 's cross-country
coach Jim Wescott walked through
the Fieldhouse last week he felt that
something had been disrupted.
After surveying the fire-damage up
close, Wescott was thankful that
the fire hadn't encroached on the
track and field areas of the
Fieldhouse.
"I'd say [the track teams] are
pretty fortunate," said Wescott .
"We haven't had any equipment
disrupted because we're reall y not
in any of that space."
Although Wescott's harriers
have suffered little additional
setbacks from the fire, his team is
facing a potentially tough season.
Coming off a sixth-place NESCAC
finish and an eighth-place finish at
the New England Div. Ill
championships last season, Wescott
knows the White Mules must work
hard to match theseperformances.
"Stay ing healthy is the key
b ecau se we aren 't too deep," said
Wescott. "If one of the top four or
f ive ge t s hurt it 's a big drop."
Assuming Wescott' s t op
runners avoid injury, the Mules
could be looking forward to some
fancy footwork.
Colby has a fairly strong top
group of runners ,led by Abe Rogers
'95 and co-captain Ben Trevor '93.

Football
9/26 at Williams ® 1:30
p.m.
Men's Soccer
9/12 vs. Alumni @ 3 p.m.
9/14 at Gordon @ 4 p.m.
9/18 vs. Middlebury ® 4
p.m.
9/19 vs. Norwich @ 1 p.m.
Women's Soccer
9/12 vs. Alumnae @ 1 p.m.
9/16 vs. U. Southern Maine
@ 4 p.m.
9/1S vs. Middlebury ® 4
p.m.

Women's Cross Country
9/12 Mackworth Island
Relays at U. Southern Maine
9/13 Mt. Desert Island Trip
9/19 U. Mass., Dartmouth
Invit. ® 11 a.m.
Women's Field Hockey
9/18 vs. Middlebury ® 4
p.m.
Women's Tennis
9/15 at Bowdoin @ 3:30 p.m.

Men's "B" Soccer
9/19 vs. Belmont hill
School @ 10 a.m.
Women's Volleyball
All home games will be at
the Oilman Street School in
Waterville.
9/19 Thomas College
Tournament @ 10 a.m.

Football gearing up for Williams, 5th straight CBB
Consistency could bring Austin's best season
By Jonathan Walsh
SPORTS EDITOR

In many ways you could say this is the
team for which seventh-year football coach
Tom Austin has been waiting. Though Austin
and his Mules are proud owners of a fouryear hold on the CBB crown, he has yet to
beat Williams or finish withbetter thantheS3 record they acheived last year.
Now Colby has an excellent chance of
doing both . Coming off its first over-.500
season in a.decadeColby is ready to take it to
the next level,which comes Sept. 26 when the
Mules travel to Williams for the season
opener.
The biggest reason for enthusiasm is the
maturity and experience of a team composed
of 30 upperclassmen, including 16 seniors.
"If .we capitalize on our maturity and play
consistently to our abilities," said Austin,
"then we can have a pretty exciting season."
Not that the last one wasn't exciting. The
Mules concluded the season with a threegame winning streak, were undefeated at
home, and finished with the third-ranked
defense in NESCAC.
Although it is hard to hold any one unit
above the other, Colby's strongsuit should
again be defense if only because of the
presence of senior co-captains Eric DeCosta
and Greg Suffredini, the twin linebackers
known as "the Smurfs."
"[DeCosta and Suffredini] epitomize the
type of NESCAC player you hear about,"
said Austin./' They're sharp, intelligent and

photoby Ctna Wertheim
Sherman Hellenese'95 will help carry the Mules to the top.
detailed,and the keyto their successhas been do. It only hopes to consistently find the
mixture which allowed it to gather 341yards
the intangibles."
The Smurfs anchor a defense replete with per game last year.
experienceand leadership.EndsSean Devine
Though the loss of fullback Jon Bartlett to
'94 and Jon Granoff'94 are joined on the line graduation is no doubt a gap that is felt,
by nose Rick Catino '95, and any two-man Austin has deftly filled it by moving former
combination from tackles Shawn Jenkins '93, tailback Len Baker '93over to fullback,where
Chris Richards '93,. Dan Connelly '93, and he can use his size and quickness effectively.
Mark Gallagher '94. Also providing help are Baker has done so before, having been the
ends John Grady '94, and Jim Zadrozny '95, team's leading rusher over the last two years.
who had four sacks against Wesleyan last
Alsoin thebackfield arefullback Sherman
year.
Hellenese '95, A-back Dave McCarthy '93,
Strong safety Paul Froio '93 leads an who should prosper with full-time rushing
inexperienced but potentially powerful opportunities, and running backs Mike
secondary line-up, the growth of which Mullin '95 and Chris Austin '94.
Austin feels is a key to the team's success.
One of the reasons Colby'srunning game
Colby's offense has little growing left to has been so strong over the last few years,

and will be again this season, is its offensive
line.Tackles ChuckThompson '94 andChuck
DiGrande '93join center Brian O'Sullivan '94
and guards John Pepe '94 and Mike Frazier
'95 in clearing the way for the backfield.
Holding the line together is left guard Brian
Quinn '93 who "does a good job setting the
standard for the offensive line," said Austin.
Hoping to dial long distance are
quarterbacks Bob Ward '93 the opening-day
starter, and Matt Mannering '95. "Ward has
a lot of game experience and a great
understanding of the offensive structure,"
said Austin.
The only drawback to Colby's passing
game is the phone bill they'll run up when
Ward and Mannering connect with flankers
Tim Merrigan '93(last year'sleading receiver),
Horace Simpson '93, and Matt Morrisey '94
and split end Steve Hatch '93. Todd Bosselait
'93 will also catch his share at the tight end
position where he is backed up by Chris
Fossella'95."Wehaveagood coreof receivers,
which allows us to change sets,"said Austin.
John Jordan '94 will take care of kickoff
and extra-point situations but the Mules are
still looking for a punter, which may be the
team's only weak spot.
"We have kids who are confident in
themselves and in each other/' said Austin.
"I think our team has discovered the type of
effort it takes to be consistent."
If Austin is right the Mules should have a
pretty livelybusridebackfromWilliamstown
on Sept. 26th.Q

Soccer teams short on experience, long on youth
By Chris Davenport

This year's squad is led by the team'sonly Corey provided the game s only first-half
seniors; co-captains Rod Corey and Jon scoring on a penalty kick,but the Black Bears
STAFF WRITER
Eddinger. Their supporting cast comes from quickly evened the score in the second half
a "good nucleus of sophomores and juniors," with a penalty kick of its own.Later, a Maine
said Serdjenian, and members of last year's shot was def lected by Dutton into a crowd of
The men's soccer team is a "new team undefeated junior varsity team are expected opposing players who scored the easy goal
with a new look," according to Coach Mark to come of age.
from less than five yards out.
Serdjenian, and it really is a new team. Nine
Despite their "new look" the Mules do
of last year's seniors graduated, including have key returnees who will try to help the
seven starters.
team improve on last season's 9-5 record.
Corey and Brian Pompeo'95 will lead the
defense.
Returnees Pat Skully '94, Pat Regan
'94,Chris Russell '95, Kelly Flynn '94, and
Eddinger hope to shore up a midfield unit
By € W$ Davenport
hurt by graduation. The forwards are
graced withthereturn of lastyear's leading
1
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scorer, Ethan Spencer '94. D.C. Gagnon
'94 and Mike McCarthy '95 will contribute
The women's varsityaoccer team haa
up front as well.
Mily one more senior on ila water than do
During their exhibition match against
ihe mm/ two of whom are ttptafap ftim
Maine last Saturday they got their chance
Crcbasc ftftd Kfotby Donovan*Like iWiv
to see if they are not only "new" but
malecounterparts,the womenarelooking
improved as well. Unfortunately, they
to a retttniinjJ;titidcas to lead the way*
came up short a goal and were defeated 2"Wo'rebuiUHng the tern atouiul tth*two
wptainal,"aald Coach Carol Anne Beach,
They'vc been practicing for a few
Th e lady Mules wcxn>oulscored 2BJH.0
weeks already and have played a few
with a 6*7-1iewrd hi tfie'dl jxsaflOW. "Thte
games already. Plus, they're division I,"
ygttwtfltotMOWafcicfcnxiftittcd t&W
said Spencer. "But we'll surprise a lot of
flrtid Beach*Tiiis task should be easy With
people this year," he said. "We're young;
the nimble feet of Crcbaoe and Donovanquick on the field ,and eager to compete."
Colby to al_o i-itfed by the return of
Both Caleb Mason '95 and Jan Dutton
fa$t yfcrtr'a flirt* Ming mmw> M y m
Donscttlcr, the leading scorer,, and Sarah
photo by Cina Wertheim '94 shincd in frontofthenet against Maine,
shuttingout
its
offense
for
the
entire
first
half.
Brian P ompeo '95, Brian Rayback '95,
Rod Corey '93 (background)

Despite the loss, Corey seemed pleased .
"A lot of us haven't played together for a
while so we're working on our team
synchronicity,which will come in time." "We
realize that thepotential is there,but we need
to work hard," said Spencer.?
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English are otiKy sophdihorss, Megan
HtepaWck r&4 and Brooke Fortcoua f H
•will help get tho ball Into the mi as well,

Alteon tuM5ha*% showto fill
now that the goallfe position !to&a finally
been /reed. "We're looking for her to he
t eady/' #aid Beach*
Although tho tfcrtw may bo you*^ \n
age it U tto&nitoly not lacking in
experience.Beach's formula seems to hea
t&ctM <rombiwttton of youth md
etfportetwe,uwlerli rtod by to»rd work« $h«
<lan then incorporate,the^sfaong (reshnwn
group * into this squad and , if they
<Jcveloj>,thcmtuU $honl<i be $ucce_$.
Hilton to the first $<h4itf On tho
schedule, and they're coming lo
WnlwvlUefor tomorrow's exhibition.The
alumni game follow* on Saturday, «iw*
thrt uvular SMitfOh opeitttf to at bothe rtn
SeptM against Southern MninoJCl

